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Abstract
Despite recent achievements in the design andmanufacture of advancedmaterials, the contributions
fromfirst-principlesmodeling and simulation have remained limited, especially in regards to
characterizing howmacroscopic properties depend on the heterogeneousmicrostructure. An
improved ability tomodel and understand thesemultiscale and anisotropic effects will be critical in
designing futurematerials, especially given rapid improvements in the enabling technologies of
additivemanufacturing and activemetamaterials. In this review, we discuss recent progress in the
data-drivenmodeling of dynamical systems usingmachine learning and sparse optimization to
generate parsimoniousmacroscopicmodels that are generalizable and interpretable. Such improve-
ments inmodel discovery will facilitate the design and characterization of advancedmaterials by
improving efforts in (1)molecular dynamics, (2) obtainingmacroscopic constitutive equations, and
(3) optimization and control ofmetamaterials.

1. Introduction

Throughout human civilization,materials have quite literally shaped theworldwe live in. The progression from
stone to bronze and iron, and eventually to advanced alloys, has had an unparalleled impact on our technological
advancements. The past several decades especially have seen unprecedented progress inmaterial designs [1, 2],
including semiconductors, plastics, ceramics, composites, and activematerials. These advancedmaterials have
driven nearly everymajor trillion dollar industry, including energy, health, defense, food and agriculture,
construction,manufacturing, transportation, and telecommunications. Of particular recent interest are
heterogeneous,multiscale, and anisotropicmaterials that are able to simultaneously satisfymultiple previously
unattainable objectives. It is clear that any science fiction future we envisionwill be fundamentally enabled by
the continued design of tailor-madematerials with increasingly exotic, high-performance properties.

Despite rapid progress in the design and production of advancedmaterials, there is remarkably littlefirst-
principles knowledge about themacroscopic behavior of thesematerials as a function of theirmicrostructure.
Although heterogeneity is known to be a key enabling principle in the design of advancedmaterials, the bulk of
theoretical knowledge is centered aroundmodeling linear physics (e.g. acoustics, electromagnetics, linear
elastics, etc) for either highly structured heterogeneity (e.g. laminates) or completely randomheterogeneity [3].
However, advances in additivemanufacturing [4, 5] andmetamaterials [6–10] aremaking it possible to design
andmanufacture increasingly exoticmultiscale and anisotropic heterogeneities.Many of these designs are
inspired by the incredible properties of biologicalmaterials [8, 11, 12]. However, designing themicrostructure
required to achieve a desiredmacroscopic set of properties is often intractable, due to themultiple optimization
objectives, the high-dimensional andmultiscale optimization space, the presence of nonlinear, stochastic, and
multi-physics interactions, and the lack of governing equations for themacroscale behavior. Fortunately,
machine learning is an emerging field that provides high-dimensional, nonlinear applied optimization based on
data that can be tailored tomaterial science discovery.

There are several impressive recent demonstrations ofmachine learning inmaterials design and
optimization, including for designing superalloys [13, 14] and composites [15], and for the imputation [16] and
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optimization [17] ofmacroscopicmaterial properties from constituent compositions and processes. For
example, figure 1 shows an example superalloy that was developed using a neural network architecture [13],
which identified an advancedmaterial with significantly improved properties and amuchmore complex
composition and process than previous alloys. However, each step of the design optimizationmay involve a
combination ofmulti-fidelity simulations and experiments, which are extremely expensive in terms of both time
and cost. Thus, data-driven learning architecturesmust operate in the sparse sample limit, with significant
missing data and latent variables, which is in direct contrast to the emerging deep learning perspective, where
tens of thousands of labeled examples are available. In addition, it is essential to respect knownphysical
constraints andmaximally leverage partially knowndynamics.

More broadly,machine learning is nowbeing used in every field of science, biology and engineering.Much
of the earliest efforts inmachine learning (often called statistical learning and pattern analysis)was focused on
finding patterns in data which could be used for clustering and classification. Thefield has beenwell developed,
withmany books explaining various aspects of the successfulmethodologies used for these tasks [18–25]. A nice
summary of the dominant (top 10)methods of the last decadewas also produced by the community in 2008 [26].
In this decade, the community hasmoved on to deep learning (neural network) architectures due to the
abundance of exceptionally large, labeled data sets [27–32]. Deep learning has dominated applications like
computer vision, speech and autonomous vehicles. However, deep learning is well known to be difficult to
interpret and unable to generalize, thusmaking is difficult to use inmany scientific applications. Only recently
has there been a directed effort towards building parsimoniousmodels which attempt to address physical
systemswhich are interpretable and generalizable [33], which is the focus of this review.

1.1.Our perspective: data-drivenmodeling ofmultiscale dynamical systems
Model discovery remains amajor challenge in the study ofmaterials and their dynamical properties. The goal is
to turn data intomodels that are both predictive and provide insight into the nature of the underlyingmicro- to
macro-scale dynamics that generated the data. Indeed, this problem ismade exceptionally difficult by the fact
thatmany systems of interest exhibit diverse behaviors acrossmultiple temporal and spatial scales, all of which
are coupled in a typically nontrivial and unknownmanner. First principles atomistic andmolecular simulations
aid in characterizingmaterials, but often require computationally intractable computations to accurately
characterize the coarse-grained,macroscopic scale dynamics. To address these computational and theoretical
challenges, we highlight a range of data-driven approaches for discovering nonlinearmultiscale dynamical
systems fromdata. These emergingmodel discovery architectures arewell suited for the coarse graining required
to characterizematerial properties. Additionally, we showhow these data-driven strategies can be integrated
with control protocols in order tomanipulate activematerials at themacroscopic scale of interest for
engineering practice.

We consider two cases ofmodel discovery, (i)whenwe have access to fullmeasurements, and (ii) andwhen
we have incompletemeasurements of the system.When full-statemeasurements are available, the sparse
identification of nonlinear dynamical systems (SINDy) algorithm [34]may be used to discover governing
equations. SINDymodels are parsimonious, thus they haveminimal parametrization, which allowsmore easily
for generalizability and interpretability.When only partialmeasurements are available, it is possible to use time-
delay coordinates to obtain a linearmodel for the dynamics, via theHankel alternative view of Koopman
(HAVOK)method [35], which is related to dynamicmode decomposition (DMD). These approaches comprise a
suite of strategies to discovermodels for nonlinearmultiscale systems.

Themachine learningmethods proposed here are a significant departure frommolecular dynamics (MD)
simulations and recently advocated neural network architectures [36–38], formaterialsmodeling.While we are
typically interested inmacroscopic phenomena,microscale dynamicsmust also be considered, as they play an
important role in drivingmacroscopic behavior. Themacroscale dynamics, in turn, drive themicroscale

Figure 1. (Left)Advanced super alloy developed using a neural network (reprinted from [13], with the permission of AIP Publishing).
(Right)Cementwith heterogeneous pebbles. The extreme performance of the advanced super alloymay be thought of in terms of
stress distribution in concrete, with stress lines terminating at the pebbles.
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dynamics, thus coupling the dynamics atmulitple scales. This coupling canmakemultiscale systems particularly
challenging,motivating a principled approach to disambiguate the time and spatial scales formodel discovery in
multiscale systems. The presentedmethods also circumvent the enormous data requirements required for
training deep neural networks, resulting inmodels that are interpretable and generalizable by design.

The paper is outlined as follows: section 2 introduces a diverse set of data-drivenmethods and algorithms
thatwill be used in themodel discovery framework. Section 3 highlights themodifications and extensions that
must bemade to thesemethods in order to accommodatemultiscale physics. The integration of data-driven
techniques is demonstrated on two problems in section 4:MD simulations and the control of ametamaterials
antenna.We conclude in section 5with an overview of the techniques and commentary on their overall
prospectus.

2.Model discoverymethods

In this section, we highlight some recently developedmodel discoverymethods that can bemodified for
applications inmultiscale physics. Threemathematical techniques are explored: (i) SINDy, (ii)DMD, and (iii)
HAVOK. Eachmethod has an appropriate application depending upon the quality, quantity and observability of
the underlying variables. Thesemethods identify dynamical systems to explain spatiotemporal patterns
observed in the data.

2.1. SINDy: Sparse identification of nonlinear dynamics
Thefirst highlightedmodel discovery technique is based upon sparse regression. SINDy [34] bypasses the
intractable combinatorial search through all possiblemodel structures, leveraging the fact thatmany dynamical
systems

= ( ) ( )d

dt
a f a 1

have dynamics f(·)with only a few active terms in the space of possible right-hand side functions; for example,
the Lorenz equations (see figure 2) only have a few linear and quadratic interaction terms per equation.Here,

�Îa r is a low-dimensional state, for example obtained via the singular value decomposition (SVD) [34, 39], or
constructed fromphysically realizablemeasurements.

We then seek to approximate f by a generalized linearmodel in a set of candidate basis functions θk(a)

å q x Q X» =
=

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f a a a , 2
k

p

k k
1

with the fewest nonzero terms inΞ. It is possible to solve for the relevant terms that are active in the dynamics
using sparse regression [40–42] that penalizes the number of terms in the dynamics and scales well to large
problems.

First, time-series data is collected from (1) and formed into a datamatrix:

= "[ ( ) ( ) ( )] ( )t t tA a a a . 3m
T

1 2

Figure 2. Schematic of sparse identification of nonlinear dynamics (SINDy) algorithm [34], as illustrated on the Lorenz 63 system.
Reproduced from [33], modified from [34].
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A similarmatrix of derivatives is formed:

= "˙ [ ˙( ) ˙( ) ˙( )] ( )t t tA a a a . 4m
T

1 2

In practice, thismay be computed directly from the data inA; for noisy data, the total-variation regularized
derivative tends to provide numerically robust derivatives [43]. Alternatively, it is possible to formulate the
SINDy algorithm for discrete-time systems ak+1=F(ak) and avoid derivatives entirely.

A library of candidate nonlinear functionsQ( )A may be constructed from the data inA:

Q = " " "⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( ) ( )A 1 A A A Asin . 5d2

Here, thematrixAd denotes amatrix with column vectors given by all possible time-series of dth degree
polynomials in the state a. In general, this library of candidate functions is only limited by one’s imagination and
should be guided by any partial knowledge of the physics.

The dynamical system in (1)maynowbe represented in terms of the datamatrices in (4) and(5) as

Q X=˙ ( ) ( )A A . 6

Each column xk inX is a vector of coefficients determining the active terms in the kth row in (1). A parsimonious
model will provide an accuratemodel fit in (6)with as few terms as possible inX. Such amodelmay be identified
using sparse regression:

x x xlQ= - ¢ + ¢x ¢ & & & &˙ ( ) ( )A Aargmin . 7k k k k2 0
k

Here, Ȧk is the kth columnof Ȧ, andλ is a sparsity-promoting knob. The optimization problem in(7) is not
convex, although it is possible to relax this optimization into anℓ1-regularized regression via the LASSO [40].
Instead, we recommend the sequential thresholded least-squares algorithmused in SINDy [34], which improves
the numerical robustness of this identification for noisy overdetermined. There are recent guarantees on the
convergence of this algorithm [44], and it has also been formalized in a general sparse regression framework
called SR3 [42].

The sparse vectors xk may be synthesized into a dynamical system:

xQ=˙ ( ) ( )a a . 8k k

Note that xk is the kth element of a andQ( )a is a row vector of symbolic functions of a, as opposed to the data
matrixQ( )A .

The result of the SINDy regression is a parsimoniousmodel that includes only themost important terms
required to explain the observed behavior. The alternative approach, which involves regression onto every
possible sparse nonlinear structure, constitutes an intractable brute-force search through the combinatorially
many candidatemodel forms SINDy bypasses this combinatorial searchwithmodern convex optimization and
machine learning. If a least-squares regression is used, then even a small amount ofmeasurement error or
numerical round-off will lead to every term in the library being active in the dynamics, which is nonphysical. A
major benefit of the SINDy architecture is the ability to identify parsimoniousmodels that contain only the
required nonlinear terms, resulting in interpretablemodels that avoid overfitting. Importantly, the basic
architecture has been generalized tomultidimensional systems in applications inMD simulations [45].

Because SINDy is formulated in terms of linear regression in a nonlinear library, it is highly extensible. The
SINDy framework has been recently generalized by Loiseau andBrunton [39] to incorporate knownphysical
constraints and symmetries in the equations by implementing a constrained sequentially thresholded least-
squares optimization. Such constraints are known to promote stability [46–48]. Loiseau et al [49] also
demonstrated the ability of SINDy to identify dynamical systemsmodels of high-dimensional systems, such as
fluid flows, from a fewphysical sensormeasurements. SINDy has also been applied to identifymodels in
nonlinear optics [50] and plasma physics [51]. For actuated systems, SINDy has been generalized to include
inputs and control [52], and thesemodels are highly effective formodel predictive control [53]. It is also possible
to extend SINDy to identify dynamics with rational function nonlinearities [54], integral terms [55], and based
on highly corrupt and incomplete data [56]. SINDywas also recently extended to incorporate information
criteria for objectivemodel selection [57], and to identifymodels with hidden variables using delay
coordinates [35].

Amajor extension of the SINDymodeling framework generalized the library to include partial derivatives,
enabling the identification of partial differential equations (PDEs) [58, 59]. The resulting algorithm, called the
PDE functional identification of nonlinear dynamics (FIND), which is especially relevant formaterials discovery,
has been demonstrated to successfully identify several canonical PDEs from classical physics, purely fromnoisy
data. These PDEs includeNavier–Stokes, Kuramoto–Sivashinsky, Schrödinger, reaction diffusion, Burgers,
Korteweg–deVries, and the diffusion equation for Brownianmotion [58]. The PDE-FIND algorithm is
particularly promising for identifyingmacroscopicmodels for nonlinear, anisotropic, and heterogeneous
materials that are not amenable to linear and randomhomogenization techniques [3].
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2.2.DMD:Dynamicmode decomposition
The SINDy architecture is aflexible and promisingmodel discovery technique.However, if only limited data is
available or sufficiently noisymeasurements are acquired, then the SINDy regression formulation has difficulty
converging to an appropriatemodel. An alternative to SINDy is theDMDreduction [60]. Unlike SINDy, the
DMDalgorithmbuilds a best fit linearmodel that correlates spatial activity. It also enforces that various low-
rank spatialmodes be correlated in time, essentiallymerging the favorable aspects of principal component
analysis in space and the Fourier transform in time. DMD is amatrix factorizationmethod based upon the SVD
algorithm.However, in addition to performing a low-rank SVD approximation, it further performs an
eigendecomposition on a best-fit linear operator that advancesmeasurements forward in time in the computed
subspaces in order to extract critical temporal features. Thus, theDMDmethod provides a spatio-temporal
decomposition of data into a set of dynamicmodes that are derived from snapshots ormeasurements of a given
system in time, arranged as column state-vectors. The extraction of dynamicmodes from time-resolved
snapshots is related to theArnoldi algorithm, which is aworkhorse algorithm for fast computational solvers.
DMDwas originally designed for data collected at regularly spaced time steps. However, recent advances enable
both sparse spatial [61, 62] and temporal [63] data collection, as well as irregularly spaced collection times [64].

Like SVD, theDMDalgorithm is based upon a regression. Thus there are a variety of algorithms that have
been proposed in the literature for computingDMD.Ahighly intuitive understanding of theDMDarchitecture
was proposed byTu et al [65], which provides the exact DMDmethod.

Definition: ExactDMD. (Tu et al 2014 [65]): Supposewe have a dynamical system and two sets ofmeasurement
data

= -"
⎡

⎣
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so that ¢ = ( )u F uk k where F is themap corresponding to the evolution of the systemdynamics for timeDt . Exact
DMDcomputes the leading eigendecomposition of the best-fit linear operatorA relating the data ¢ »u Au:

= ¢ ( )†A X X . 10

TheDMDmodes, also called dynamicmodes, are the eigenvectors ofA, and eachDMDmode corresponds to a
particular eigenvalue ofA.

DMD is ideal when the governing nonlinear dynamicsmay be unknown, as it only relies onmeasurement
data. TheDMDprocedure constructs a proxy, locally linear dynamical system approximation:

» ( )d

dt

u
Au 11

whosewell-known solution is

åf w F W= =
=

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t b tu bexp exp , 12
k

n

k k k
1

wherefk andωk are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of thematrixA, and the coefficients bk are the coordinates
of the initial conditionu(0) in the eigenvector basis.

TheDMDalgorithmproduces a low-rank eigen-decomposition of thematrixA that optimallyfits the
measured trajectory uk for k=1, 2,L,m snapshots in a least square sense so that -+& &u Auk k1 2 isminimized
across all points for k=1, 2,L,m−1. The optimality of the approximation holds only over the sampling
windowwhereA is constructed, and so caution is requiredwhen using this approximate solution tomake
predictions. Instead, inmuch of the literature whereDMD is applied, it is primarily used as a diagnostic tool.
This ismuch like SVD analysis where the SVDmodes are also primarily used for diagnostic purposes. Thus the
DMDalgorithm can be thought of as amodification of the SVD architecture which attempts to account for both
spatial and temporal dynamic activity of the data. Recently, DMDhas also been rigorously connected to the
spectral proper orthogonal decompositionmethod [66].

Early variants of theDMDdecomposition computed eigenvalues that were biased by the presence of sensor
noise [67, 68]. This was a direct result of the fact that the standard algorithms treated the data in a pairwise sense
and favored the forward direction in time. Dawson et al [68] andHemati et al [67] developed severalmethods for
debiasingwithin the standardDMD framework. Thesemethods have the advantage that they can be computed
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with essentially the same set of robust and fast tools as the standardDMD.As an alternative, the optimizedDMD
advocated by [69] treats all of the snapshots of the data at once. This avoidsmuch of the bias of the original DMD
but requires the solution of a potentially large nonlinear optimization problem. Askham andKutz [64] recently
showed that the optimizedDMDalgorithm could be rendered numerically tractable by leveraging the classical
variable projectionmethod [70].

A remarkable feature of theDMDalgorithm is itsmodularity formathematical enhancements. Specifically,
theDMDalgorithm can be engineered to exploit sparse sampling [61, 62], it can bemodified to handle inputs
and actuation [71], it can be used tomore accurately approximate theKoopman operator when using
judiciously chosen functions of the state-space [72], it can be easilymade computationally scalable [73], and it
can easily decompose data intomultiscale temporal features in order to produce amulti-resolutionDMD
(mrDMD) decomposition [74]. Fewmathematical architectures are capable of seamlessly integrating such
diversemodifications of the dynamical system. But since theDMDprovides an approximation of a linear
system, suchmodifications are easily constructed.Moreover, theDMDalgorithm, unlikemany othermachine
learning algorithms, is not data intensive. Thus aDMDapproximation can always be achieved, especially as the
first step in the algorithm is the SVDwhich is guaranteed to exist for any datamatrix. However, for very large
data sets, DMDcan leverage randomizedmethods [75–77] to produce a scalable randomizedDMD
decomposition [78, 79].

The success of the entire DMD framework rests on the choice of what variables tomeasure for the data
matrices in (9). DMD is closely related toKoopman operator theory [80, 81], which seeks to discover
measurements where the nonlinear dynamics appear to behave linear. Selecting useful observables is a central
open challenge for connecting theDMDalgorithmwithKoopman theory. Typically, DMDuses the state-space
variable as the observable, which is often insufficient to provide aKoopman invariant subspace. Alternatively, it
is possible to use kernelmethods to lift the data to a higher-dimensional space of nonlinear functions of the data,
in the so-called extendedDMDand kernel DMD [82] approach. It is well-known in themachine learning
literature that lifting to a high dimensional space, through SVMor deep neural networks, can result in improved
predictions at the cost of interpretability. Recently, it has been shown that EDMD is equivalent to the variational
approach of conformation dynamics (VAC) [83, 84], whichwas first derived byNoé andNüske in 2013 to simulate
slow processes in stochastic dynamical systems applied tomolecular kinetics [85, 86]. Klus et al [84] also show
that theDMDalgorithm is closely related to time-lagged independent component analysis (TICA) [87, 88], which
was developed in 1994. Importantly, Klus et al [84] highlight the importance of cross-validation in EDMD/VAC
Klus et al [84] have also recently generalized a variant of this technique to produce a data-driven transfer
operator estimation of the dynamics.

2.3.HAVOK:Hankel alternative view ofKoopman
Latent variables are always critically important formodel discovery. Specifically,measurementsmay not be able
to span the entire state-space of the dynamics. This presents a challenge for both the SINDy andDMD
architectures. However, theHAVOKmethod buildsmodels by time-delay embeddings, thus capturing a shadow
of the latent variables [35]. Thus instead of advancing instantaneous linear or nonlinearmeasurements of the
state of a systemdirectly, as inDMD, itmay be possible to obtain intrinsicmeasurement coordinates where the
dynamics appear approximately linear, based on time-delayedmeasurements of the system [35, 89–91]. This
perspective is data-driven, relying on thewealth of information frompreviousmeasurements to inform the
future.When the dynamics are linear orweakly nonlinear, the delay embedding perfectly linearizes the
dynamics [92], andwhen the dynamics are chaotic, the delay embedding approximately linearizes the dynamics
[35]. The use of delay coordinatesmay be especially important for systemswith long-termmemory effects,
where theKoopman approach has recently been shown to provide a successful analysis tool [93].

The time-delaymeasurement scheme is shown schematically infigure 3, as illustrated on the Lorenz system
for a single time-seriesmeasurement of the first variable, x(t). If the conditions of the Takens embedding
theorem are satisfied [94], it is possible to obtain a diffeomorphism between a delay embedded attractor and the
attractor in the original coordinates.We then obtain eigen-time-delay coordinates from a time-series of a single
measurement x(t) by taking the SVDof theHankelmatrixH:

*Y S= =+

+

"
"

# # % #
"

⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥⎥
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( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )
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1 2
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The columns ofYTD andV from the SVD are ordered by howmuch variance they capture in the columns and
rows ofH, respectively. ThematrixHmayhave low-rank structure that is approximated by the first r columns of
YTD andV. Note that theHankelmatrix in (13) is the basis of the eigensystem realization algorithm [95] in linear
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system identification and singular spectrum analysis [96] in climate time-series analysis. It was also already noted
that the TICA [87, 88], whichwas originally developed in 1994, is closely related to theDMDalgorithm [84].

The columns of (13) arewell-approximated by thefirst r columns ofYTD. The columns ofV provide an
embedding for the Lorenz system, as shown infigure 3.Moreover, these time-delay coordinates provide a
Koopman invariant coordinate system,where the dynamics become approximately linear.However, essential
nonlinearities, such asmultiple fixed points or chaotic dynamics, cannot be perfectly captured by a linearmodel
[97]. Thus, we build a linearmodel on thefirst r−1 variables and recast the last variable, vr, as a forcing term:

= +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d

dt
t t v tv Av B , 14r

where = -"[ ]v v vv r
T

1 2 1 is a vector of thefirst r−1 eigen-time-delay coordinates. Other work has
investigated the splitting of dynamics into deterministic linear, and chaotic stochastic dynamics [81].

In the chaotic examples explored in [35], the linearmodel on thefirst r−1 terms is accurate, while the term
vr does not admit a linearmodel. Instead ofmodeling vr, we treat this as a forcing term to the linear dynamics in
(14). The statistics of vr(t) are nonGaussian, with long tails correspond to rare-event forcing that drives lobe
switching in the Lorenz system.

3. Enabling extensions formaterials discovery

Noise and computational scalability are always problematic in big data applications. The former can be handled
by a recently developed theory [98]whereby learningmeasurement noise explicitly in amap between successive
observations is achieved. The latter can bemanagedwith emerging randomized linear algebra algorithms [75–77]
so that computations scale with the intrinsic rank of the dynamics rather than the dimension of the
measurements/sensor space.What remains is to explicitly account for themultiscale structure and its dynamics.
The SINDy,DMDandHAVOKmethods can each be suitablymodified for this purpose.

3.1.MultiresolutionDMD
ThemrDMD is inspired by the observation that the slow- and fast-modes in the data can be separated [74]. This
was originally done in video processing for the application of foreground/background subtraction [99]. The
mrDMDalgorithm recursively isolates and removes low-frequency content from time-series data. The number
of snapshots,M, is typically chosen to capture the relevant range of low-frequency and high-frequency behavior.
After an initial pass through the data, the slowestmodes are removed, and then the timewindow is split into two
segments withM/2 snapshots each. DMD is performed again on these two smaller snapshot sequences, and the
slowestmodes are removed from each. The algorithm continues recursively until a desired stopping criterion.

Figure 3. Schematic ofHankel alternative view of Koopman (HAVOK) algorithm [35], as illustrated on the Lorenz 63 system. A time
series x(t) is stacked into aHankelmatrixH. The SVDofH yields a hierarchy of eigen time series that produce a delay-embedded
attractor. A best-fit linear regressionmodel is obtained on the delay coordinates v; the linearfit for the first r−1 variables is excellent,
but the last coordinate vr is notwell-modeled as linear. Instead, vr is an input that forces thefirst r−1 variables. Rare forcing events
correspond to lobe switching in the chaotic dynamics. Reproduced from [33], modified from [35].
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Selecting the slowmodes at each level of themrDMDdecomposition is a central consideration. Figure 4
shows themode selection region as a user chosen threshold to determinewhichmodes are slowly varying on a
given decomposition level. Although there aremany possible threshold criteria, we define the threshold to select
eigenvalues with periods so that a single wavelength or less can fit in the samplingwindow. As the algorithm
continues, the temporal wavelength cutoff is decreased by a factor of two every time the domain is split in half.
For a sampling timeT, the cutoff frequency isπ/T.

Mathematically, themrDMD separates theDMDapproximate solution in the first pass as follows:

å åx xy w y w= +
= = +

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )t b t b tx 0 exp 0 exp

slow modes fast modes , 15
k

m

k k k
k m

M

k k kmrDMD
1

1

1

1
1

1

where the y ( )( ) xk
1 represent theDMDmodes computed from the fullM snapshots.

Figure 4 illustrates themrDMDprocess for a three-level decomposition, with the slowest scale in blue, the
medium scale in red, and the fastest scale in green.mrDMD is also connected tomulti-resolutionwavelet
analysis, as shown in the bottompanels. ThemrDMD solution can bemademore precise. Specifically, onemust
account for the number of levels (L) of the decomposition, the number of time bins (J) for each level, and the
number ofmodes retained at each level (mL). To formally define the series solution for ( )txmrDMD , we introduce
the indicator function

=
Î

= =+ -"
⎧⎨⎩( ) [ ] ( )ℓ

ℓ( )f t
t t t

j J J
1 ,

0 elsewhere
with 1, 2, , and 2 16j

j j
,

1 1

which is only nonzero in the interval, or time bin, associatedwith the value of j. The parameterℓ denotes the
level of the decomposition.

The three indices and indicator function (16) give themrDMD solution expansion
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This provides a compact description of themrDMDdecomposition, including information about the
decomposition level, time bin location, and the number ofmodes extracted. The indicator function fℓ, j(t) acts as
sifting function for each time bin, as with theGabórwindowof awindowed Fourier transform [33]. The hard
cut-off in our sampling binmay introduce spurious high-frequency oscillations. However, it is possible to use
wavelet functions for the sifting operation, so that the time function fℓ, j(t) can be one of themany potential
wavelet basis, i.e. Haar, Daubechies,MexicanHat, etc.

Figure 4.Representation of themulti-resolution dynamicmode decompositionwhere successive sampling of the data, initially with
M snapshots and decreasing by a factor of two at each resolution level, is shown (topfigures). TheDMDspectrum is shown in the
middle panel where there arem1 (blue dots) slow-dynamicmodes at the slowest level,m2 (red)modes at the next level andm3 (green)
modes at the fastest time-scale shown. The shaded region represents themodes that are removed at that level. The bottompanels show
thewavelet-like time-frequency decomposition of the data color codedwith the snapshots andDMDspectral representations.
Reproducedwith permission from [74]. © 2016 Society for Industrial andApliedMathematics.
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3.2.Multiscale SINDy
The original SINDy algorithm is well-suited to identify dynamical systemswith uniscale dynamics. However,
many systems of interest, such as those found inMDs, are fundamentallymultiscale, with dynamic coupling at
multiple temporal scales. Identifyingmultiscale dynamics with SINDywould require sampling at a sufficiently
small timestep to capture the fastest dynamics while sampling for a sufficient duration to observe the slowest
scales.With uniform sampling, this would lead to a tremendous amount of data. Instead, a recentmultiscale
SINDy algorithm [92] introduces a variable sampling approach to resolve all scales with considerably less data.
This approachwas demonstrated on a coupled systemwith two distinct time scales:

t
t

= +
= +

˙ ( )
˙ ( )
u f u Cv
v g v Du.

fast

slow

In this system �Î( )tu n is the set of variables that comprise the fast dynamics, and �Î( )tv l represents the
slow dynamics. The linear coupling is determined by our choice of � �Î Î´ ´C D,n l l n, and time constants
τfast, τslow, which determine the frequency of the fast and slow dynamics.

With uniform sampling, the data requirement increases approximately linearly with the frequency ratio
F=Tslow/Tfast between the coupled systems;Tslow,Tfast are the approximate ‘periods’ of the slow and fast
systems. Thus, the data requirement is considerable for systemswhere there is a large range of frequencies. By
sampling in high-frequency bursts spread out randomly in time, the data requirement stays approximately
constant, evenwith vast timescale separation. Bymaintaining a small step size in the bursts, we still observe the
dynamics infine detail, and it is possible to estimate the derivativemore accurately. By spreading out the bursts,
it is possible to sample over a longer duration thanwould be observedwith the same amount of data collected at
a uniform sampling rate. Thus, the effective sampling rate is reducedwithout degrading the derivative estimate
or averaging out the fast dynamics. To avoid aliasing, the bursts are spaced randomly, for example triggering the
burst samplingwith a Poisson process.

4. Applications

In this section, two examples are givenwhere the advocatedmethods can be applied. The examples are quite
different. In thefirst, the data-drivenmethods are used to provide amathematical framework for accelerating
MD simulations formaterials characterization. In the second, data-drivenmethods are used for self-tuning of a
metamaterial antenna. Both illustrate the possibilities that exist formachine learning integration inmaterials
modeling.

4.1.MD simulations
MDsimulations are one of themost common computational tools used for the analysis of the emerging
macroscale properties ofmolecules andmaterials. The data-drivenmethods advocated and reviewed here are
beginning tomigrate into theMD simulation framework, especially for the discovery of low-dimensional
models of the long-time dynamics. FrankNoé and co-workers have been recently integratingmany of the
techniques discussed here in order to produce a principled, innovative suite of algorithms formaking tractable
long-timescaleMD simulations that are interpretable and produce accurate long-time statistics [85, 86,
100–102].

Although there are a variety of aspects ofMD that are of research interest, the types ofmethods presented
here are geared towards the discovery and characterization of slow collective variables. These variables are often
called reaction coordinates . State-of-the-artmethods for identifying slow collective coordinates are based upon
the variational approach for conformation (VAC) dynamics. This provides a systematic framework forfinding
optimal slow collective variables from time-series data. Interestingly, both time-legged embeddings and the
DMDhave been used to regress to optimal reaction coordinates [100]. Indeed, the time-delay embedding and
low-dimensional dynamics can be jointly trained in a time-lagged autoencoder structure in order to exploit
many of the features of the dynamics (see figure 5). The autoencoder generalizes the linear embedding of the
dynamics to a nonlinear embedding by training a neural network to build a nonlinear feature space onwhich the
dynamics can be projected. The new dynamical representation of the data provides a low-dimensionalmodel
which can be used for characterizingMD simulations rapidly and efficiently.

MD simulations are particularly amenable tomachine learning innovations as jointlyfinding low-
dimensional subspaces (coordinates) andmodels which characterize the dynamics of the slow collective
variables is of central importance. It also highlights that all themethods presented can leverage the targeted use
of neural networks in the data-driven discovery architecture, i.e.finding better coordinates for representing the
dynamics.Wehmeyer andNoé demonstrate the use of the time-lagged autoencoder forMD simulations,
showing that they can outperform the capabilities of standard linear dimensionality reduction techniques for
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producing long-time statistical estimates for quantities of interest in theMD.Noé provides an excellent review
and comparison of themanymachine learningmethods available for enhancingMD simulations on long
timescales [103].We encourage the reader to follow this reference for amore comprehensive treatment of state-
of-the-artMD simulations embuedwithmachine learning alongwith simulation codes and data access.

4.2.Metamaterial antennas
Not allmaterials can be actuated to produce an active and tunablemedia.However, there is an emerging trend in
many application areas to engineermaterials that are capable of beingmodulated by external actuation. For
example,metamaterials can be tuned at amicroscale in order to produce a desiredmacroscale response. Such
materials allow for adaptable andflexible platforms for applications. They are also ideal candidates for data-
driven control strategies andmachine learning infrastructures. TheDMDand SINDy techniques abovemay be
extended to incorporate control.

The reconfigurable holographicmetamaterial surface antenna (MSA) is an emerging technology for satellite
communications (see figure 6). TheMSA is a low-power device that isflat, thin, and lightweight.Moreover, it
achieves active electronic scanningwithout anymechanicalmoving parts. However, in order to operate across
its entire dynamic-scanning range, the antennamust be able to scan reliably without unacceptable levels of far-
field radiation in undesired directions (sidelobes). Thus, it is important to suppress sidelobes while preserving
themain beam. In [104, 105], Johnson et al develop an optimization algorithm to suppress sidelobes in the far-
field pattern of aMSA in software alone, without the need for nonadaptive hardwaremodifications.

TheMSA is comprised of a planar array of thousands of voltage-tunablemeta-atoms that are arranged in a
tight rectangular array and fed by a TE10modewave propagating in awaveguide beneath the atoms. Because
each atom is independently controllable, this provides a tremendous amount of authority to design and steer
beams to communicate with satellites. The control space is so high-dimensional that it is not practical to try all
combinations of controls in search of good control patterns.Moreover, each atomhas a nonlinear phase and
amplitude response given a control input. The cells do not display independent amplitude and phasemodulation
as in a phased array, but instead the amplitude and phase shift occur simultaneously as the control is changed.
This resonance behavior is sensitive tomanufacturing tolerances. The coupling between the elements and the
underlyingwaveguide further complicates control. All elements are simultaneously slightly changing the feed
wave based upon the applied controls.We refer the reader to [104, 105] formore detailed analysis of the types of
nonlinear coupling in this antenna system.

It has been shown that extremum-seeking control is well-suited to the dynamic operational requirements of
theMSA. In particular, it can optimize theMSA in the field using a pattern synthesis approach to cancel
sidelobeswhilemaintaining a strongmain beam. Importantly, the control performance is robust to
measurement noise and changing environmental conditions. The control is achieved in part by the introduction
of an objective function that assesses the performance of the controller. Finally, it is possible to speed-up the
optimization using value function approximation [106]. The resulting framework demonstrates that data-
driven control can be used as core functionalities for control and analysis of emerging systemswheremicro scale

Figure 5. Schematic of a time-lagged autoencoder type neural networkwith one nonlinear hidden layer in each the encoding and
decoding layers. The encoder transforms a vector �Îzt

N to a d-dimensional latent spacewhile the decodermaps this latent vector et
to the vector �Ît+zt

N in full coordinate space but at time τ later. For τ=0, this setup corresponds to a regular autoencoder.
Reprinted from [100], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Figure 6. (a)Example design of a reconfigurable holographicmetamaterial antennawith a close-up view of a small section to highlight
the arrayed tunable,meta-atoms (b) holographic images on the surface of the array, when illuminated by an underlying feedwave,
produce a coherent beam.Different images, encoded by the control pattern applied to eachmeta-atom, produce beams in different
directions. (c)The physics of themetamaterial antenna. The input carrier wave traverses thewaveguide, and themeta-atom cells
couple energy out of the feed. Further, the cells produce simultaneous amplitude and phase-shift as a function of their control. (d) (top
row) Simulated far-field results of the algorithm iteratively targeting different sidelobes while continuously creating amain beam in
the direction of 25.7° θ. (bottom row)Representation of the simulated results in amobile application. © [2015] IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [104].

Table 1.Open-source software.

PyEmma2: A software package for estimation, validation, and analysis ofMarkovmodels
(FrankNoe and collaborators [108])

http://emma-project.org/latest/

Randomized singular value decomposition (rSVD) for large-scale data (NBen Erichson) https://github.com/erichson/rSVD
SINDy (J-C Loiseau) https://github.com/loiseaujc/SINDy
Sparse regression library for SINDy (MarkusQuade) https://github.com/Ohjeah/sparsereg
SINDy andmodel predictive control (EurikaKaiser [53]) https://github.com/eurika-kaiser/

SINDY-MPC
PDE-FIND (SamRudy [58]) https://github.com/snagcliffs/PDE-FIND
IdentifyingKoopman eigenfunctions (EurikaKaiser [109]) https://github.com/eurika-kaiser/

KRONIC
Deep autoencoder for Koopman eigenfunctions (Bethany Lusch [110]) https://github.com/mathLab/PyDMD
Course on data-driven dynamics (J-C Loiseau) https://github.com/loiseaujc/Nonlinear_

Physics
Data-Driven Science and Engineering textbook (video lectures and code onwebsite; Brun-
ton andKutz [33])

databookuw.com

Dynamicmode decomposition textbook (code onwebsite; Kutz, Brunton, Brunton, Proc-
tor [111])

dmdbook.com
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material properties determine functionality at themacro scale. This work also suggests several future directions,
tomodel, design, and optimize array performance using the data-drivenmodeling techniques described above.

5. Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, we have reviewed a number of advances in data-drivenmodeling that we believe will be impactful
for (1)MDs, (2) obtainingmacroscopic PDEs and constitutive equations formaterials, and (3) optimizing and
controlling activemetamaterials. Themodeling techniques described are based on sparse optimization and
linear regression, resulting in linear and nonlinearmodels for systemswhen full-statemeasurements or only
partialmeasurements are available. Importantly, techniques for discovering parsimoniousmodels fromdata
greatly improve the prospect of generalizability and interpretability ofmacroscalemodels for characterizing
material properties. Indeed the combination of deep learning and neural network architectures alongwith the
parsimoniousmodel discovery advocated here provide a rich and compelling theoretical framework for
advancing the state-of-the-art inmodeling capabilities. Such a diversity of strategies will undoubtedly help
advance our understanding and engineering capabilities for developing exotic and improved futurematerials.

To help researchers start using these emergingmethods, we have compiled a list of several recent open-
source repositories and other links in table 1. In addition, there is a useful recent review onmachine learning in
materials [107].
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